Riding on a Boat

Action song (Tune: Old MacDonald)

Oh, let’s go riding on a boat –
What do you think we’ll see?
We might see a great big fish (whale)
Splashing all over me!
With splish splash here, and a splish splash there,
Here a splish, there a splash, everywhere a splish, splash,
We might see a great big fish, splashing all over me!

Oh, let’s go riding on a boat –
What do you think we’ll see?
We might see an octopus,
Waving tentacles everywhere!
With a wave wave here, and a wave wave there,
Here a wave, there a wave, everywhere a wave wave,
We might see an octopus, waving tentacles everywhere.

Oh, let’s go riding on a boat –
What do you think we’ll see?
We might see a polar bear, sliding on some ice.
With s slippy slide here, and a slippy slide there,
Here a slip, there a slide, everywhere a slippy slide –
We might see a polar bear, sliding on some ice.
(Make up some more action verses)